PLT Activities with a Link to Master Gardeners and the JMG Program

DIVERSITY
#2 Get in Touch with Trees (or Plants!)
#9 Planet of Plenty (diversity of plants and animals—observation)
#11 Can it be Real (using unique and unusual plants)
#12 Invasive Species

INTERRELATIONSHIPS
#21 Adopt-a-Tree
#22 Trees as Habitats
#23 The Fallen Log (can relate back to composting)
#24 Nature’s Recyclers (again, composting)
#26 Dynamic Duos (butterfly gardens and companion plants)
#28 Air Plants (photosynthesis and plant benefits)
#29 Rain Reasons (plant/growing ‘zones’)
#31 Plant a Tree
#36 Pollution Search (being careful with garden chemicals)
#38 Every Drop Counts (can relate to xeriscaping)

SYSTEMS
#41 How Plants Grow
#42 Sunlight and Shades of Green
#43 Have Seeds, Will Travel
#47 Are Vacant Lots Vacant (diversity of plant life)
#48 Field, Forest, and Stream (different microclimates/habitats)
#51 Make Your Own Paper (include different plant materials OR as a seed base)
#60 Publicize It! (get information about your project out to the media)

STRUCTURE AND SCALE
#61 The Closer You Look (observation skills)
#64 Looking at Leaves (use natural objects for craft projects)
#65 Bursting Buds
#66 Germinating Giants (seeds and the plants they produce)
#68 Name That Tree
#70 Soil Stories (soil types and investigation)

PATTERNS OF CHANGE
#77 Trees in Trouble (urban trees, insects and damage)
#78 Signs of Fall
#83 Reduce, Reuse, Recycle (can relate to composting/vermicomposting)
#87 Earth Manners (exploring outdoors responsibly)
#96 Improve Your Place (projects)